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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the time window assignment vehicle routing prob-
lem (TWAVRP) with time-dependent travel times. It is the problem of assigning time
windows to customers before their demand is known and creating vehicle routes adher-
ing to these time windows after demand becomes known. The goal is to assign the time
windows in such a way that the expected transportation costs are minimized. We develop
a branch-price-and-cut algorithm to solve this problem to optimality. The pricing problem
that has to be solved is a new variant of the shortest path problem, which includes a capac-
ity constraint, time-dependent travel times, time window constraints on both the nodes
and on the arcs, and linear node costs. For solving the pricing problem, we develop an
exact labeling algorithm and a tabu search heuristic. Furthermore, we present new valid
inequalities, which are specifically designed for the TWAVRP with time-dependent travel
times. Finally, we present results of numerical experiments to illustrate the performance
of the algorithm.

Keywords: vehicle routing • column generation • branch-price-and-cut

1. Introduction
Consider a distribution network consisting of a single
depot and multiple customers. Before customer de-
mand is learned, a time window is assigned to each
customer during which the customer will receive its
delivery. After demand of every customer is learned,
vehicle routes are designed that satisfy the assigned
time window constraints. This situation occurs fre-
quently in practice, for instance, in retail chains where
the customers are the stores that are resupplied on a
regular basis. It is common practice to fix a time win-
dow for delivery for a long time period encompass-
ing multiple deliveries. This is, for example, necessary
for the scheduling of delivery-handling personnel or
inventory management.
The time window assignment vehicle routing prob-

lem (TWAVRP), introduced by Spliet and Gabor (2015),
is the problem of assigning time windows before
demand is learned such that the expected transporta-
tion costs are minimized. In this problem, for each cus-
tomer an endogenous time window of fixed width has
to be selected from an exogenous time window (e.g.,
two hours within the opening hours of a store). It is
a special case of the consistent vehicle routing prob-
lem introduced by Groër, Golden, and Wasil (2009) in
which additionally customers have to be visited by the
same driver at each delivery. Spliet and Desaulniers
(2015) also studied the discrete variant of this problem,

where a time window for each customer needs to be
selected from a finite set of candidate time windows.

However, in these models the travel times are
assumed to be constant, which is a significant short-
coming in many real-life applications. Typically, the
travel time between two locations is not constant but
varies during a day, affecting the efficiency and even
feasibility of a delivery route. These varying travel
times need to be taken into account when assigning
time windows, in particular to assess whether efficient
delivery routes can be made adhering to the assigned
time windows. It makes little sense in this case to make
very specific time window assignments if the travel
time between customers is not properly incorporated.
In this paper, we incorporate time-dependent travel
times, resulting in the TWAVRP with time-dependent
travel times.

Some variations in travel time are difficult to predict,
like traffic accidents, which cause congestion of which
both the occurrence and delay are difficult to foresee.
Others are relatively easy to predict like congestion in
morning and evening rush hours. We focus on pre-
dictable variations in travel time and assume the travel
time between two locations at any time of the day is
known in advance. Arguably, the predictable conges-
tion is responsible for most variation in travel time in
many urban areas, which is exactly what we capture
in our model. We model the travel time using a time-
dependent travel time function in a similar way as is
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done for the traveling salesman problem by Cordeau,
Ghiani, and Guerriero (2014), for the pollution-routing
problem by Franceschetti et al. (2013), for the vehicle
routing problem with time windows by Dabia et al.
(2013), and for the vehicle dispatching problem by
Ichoua, Gendreau, and Potvin (2003). See Gendreau,
Ghiani, and Guerriero (2015) for a recent comprehen-
sive review on time-dependent routing problems.
The TWAVRP with time-dependent travel times is

a vehicle routing problem with consistency considera-
tions. Indeed, for each realization of demand, or anal-
ogously for each day of delivery, the time of arrival
needs to be consistent, i.e., within the same time win-
dow. Vehicle routing problems with consistency con-
siderations have recently seen an increasing amount of
attention in the scientific literature; see, for example,
Kovacs et al. (2014) for an overview of vehicle routing
problems with consistency considerations. Now that
commercial routing software has become available to
practitioners to reoptimize delivery routes on a daily
basis, the managerial focus seems to be shifting toward
consistency of deliveries. Kovacs et al. (2014) distin-
guish between threemain pillars of consistency: arrival
time, person oriented, and delivery consistency. The
TWAVRP with time-dependent travel times obviously
falls within the domain of arrival time consistency.
However, to our knowledge, no research on vehicle
routing problems with consistency considerations has
been presented in the scientific literature that takes
time-dependent travel times into account. In partic-
ular, for vehicle routing problems with arrival time
consistency, incorporating time-dependent travel times
seems to be an important next step.

Note that for a given time window assignment and
demand realization, the TWAVRP with time-depen-
dent travel times is a vehicle routing problemwith time
windows and time-dependent travel times as studied
by Dabia et al. (2013). In their paper, they present a
branch-and-price algorithm to solve this latter prob-
lem. In the paper by Spliet and Gabor (2015), a branch-
price-and-cut algorithm is presented to solve the
TWAVRP. Therefore, it is natural to build on these algo-
rithms to develop a branch-price-and-cut algorithm for
the TWAVRP with time-dependent travel times. How-
ever, as we will show in this paper, the former algo-
rithms are not straightforwardly modified. Roughly
stated, this is mainly due to additional limitations
on which columns in the formulation may be com-
bined to represent feasible routes. Hence, including
time-dependent travel times in the TWAVRP requires
a new formulation. In this paper, we present an exact
and heuristic pricing algorithm and use this in an
exact branch-price-and-cut algorithm. Next to present-
ing a state-of-the-art branch-price-and-cut algorithm,
we also develop new valid inequalities specifically for
the TWAVRP with time-dependent travel times.

The main contributions of this paper are the follow-
ing. We introduce the TWAVRP with time-dependent
travel times. Not only does this extend the TWAVRP
with a crucial new feature, it also seems to be the first
study on vehicle routing problems with arrival time
consistency considerations in the scientific literature to
include time-dependent travel times. Furthermore, we
develop a branch-price-and-cut algorithm to solve this
problem to optimality, employing newly introduced
valid inequalities. In doing so, we encounter a pric-
ing problem that has not been studied before. It is
a shortest path problem with a capacity constraint,
time-dependent travel times, time window constraints
on both the nodes and on the arcs, and linear node
costs. We develop an exact labeling algorithm based
on the algorithm by Ioachim et al. (1998), as well as a
tabu search heuristic. Finally, we present the results of
numerical experiments to provide insight in the per-
formance of the column generation and branch-price-
and-cut algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2, we provide a formal problem definition.
In Sections 3–5 we present, respectively, a column gen-
eration algorithm, a tabu search pricing heuristic, and
valid inequalities, which are used to find lower bounds
for the TWAVRP with time-dependent travel times.
Furthermore, Section 6 details the branch-price-and-
cut algorithm used to find optimal solutions. In Sec-
tion 7, the results of numerical experiments are shown.
Finally, we end with some algorithmic insights and a
conclusion in Sections 8 and 9, respectively.

2. Problem Definition
Consider a complete graph G � (N,A), where N �

{0, . . . , n + 1} is a set of locations such that 0 repre-
sents the starting depot, n + 1 represents the ending
depot, and N′ � {1, . . . , n} are the customers. Let τi j(t)
denote the travel time from location i to j when i is
departed from at time t. We assume this function is
piecewise linear, continuous, and it satisfies the first in,
first out (FIFO) property, that is, the arrival time func-
tion Ai j(t)� t + τi j(t) is strictly increasing. Let c f

i j ≥ 0 be
the fixed costs to travel along arc (i , j) (for instance, fuel
costs and tolls) and let ch ≥ 0 be the transportation costs
per hour (for instance, driver salary). Furthermore, an
unlimited number of vehicles of equal capacity Q is
available. Note that we do not assume that the fixed
travel costs satisfy the triangle inequality. Also, we do
not assume that the travel time at any time t satisfies
the triangle inequality.

Let Ω be a set of scenarios, where each scenario rep-
resents a realization of demand. The probability that
scenario ω occurs is pω. Let demand at customer i in
scenario ω ∈ Ω be given by dωi where 0 < dωi ≤ Q. For
ease of notation, let dω0 � dωn+1 � 0.
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Associated with each location i ∈N is the exogenous
time window [si , ei], which should not be confused
with the endogenous time window. For ease of nota-
tion assume 0 ≤ s0 ≤ si and ei ≤ en+1 for all i ∈ N .

In this paper, we use the term route to refer to a
pair (P, t̄) where P is a path in G starting at 0 and
ending at n + 1 and t̄ is a vector containing the time of
service at each location on the path. Furthermore, let t i

r
be the cumulative time of service of customer i ∈N′ on
route r, i.e., if location i is not visited t i

r �0, if it is visited
once t i

r is the time of service, and if customer i is visited
multiple times t i

r is the sum of the times of service. We
refer to tn+1

r − t0
r as the route duration. Denoting the

arcs on path P corresponding to route r by {P1 , . . . ,Pk},
we assign to route r the costs cr � ch(tn+1

r − t0
r )+

∑k
i�1 c f

Pi
.

A route is considered feasible for scenario ω if (i) the
capacity constraint in scenario ω is satisfied, (ii) the
exogenous time window constraints are satisfied, and
(iii) the time of service at location j is not before the
time of service at location i plus the travel time if loca-
tion j is visited directly after i. Note that waiting at a
customer is allowed. Let R(ω) be the set of all feasible
routes for scenario ω.

An endogenous time window of width wi within
the exogenous time window has to be assigned to each
customer i ∈ N′ during which it will receive its deliv-
ery. The assignment is made before the realization of
demand is learned. Prior to the dispatching of the vehi-
cles, demand becomes known and an optimal rout-
ing schedule will be designed to make the deliveries
within the assigned time windows. The TWAVRP with
time-dependent travel times is to assign time windows
before demand is known and selecting feasible routes
in each scenario ω ∈Ω that satisfy these time windows.
The objective is to minimize the expected transporta-
tion costs.

2.1. Travel Time Function
The function τi j(t) denotes the travel time from i to j
when i is departed from at time t. We assume this func-
tion is piecewise linear and contains Li j line pieces. We
follow earlier work in modeling the travel time func-
tion; see, for example, Ichoua, Gendreau, and Potvin
(2003). Denoting for the moment Li j � m, it can be
represented by line pieces li j1 , . . . , li jm and we refer
to the start and end of these line pieces as break-
points βi j1 , . . . , βi jm+1. Line piece li jk is characterized by
an intercept αi jk and slope γi jk and is represented as
follows:

li jk � {βi jk , βi jk+1 , αi jk , γi jk}.

Furthermore, we assume τi j(t) is continuous, so in par-
ticular αi jk +γi jkβi jk+1 �αi jk+1+γi jk+1βi jk+1. Moreover, we
assume it satisfies the FIFO property, meaning that the
arrival time function Ai j(t)� t+τi j(t) is strictly increas-
ing. This implies dAi j(t)/dt > 0 for all t ∈ [bi j1 , bi jm+1].

Note that by extension Ai j(t) is also piecewise linear,
described by

Ai j(t)�αi jk + (1+γi jk)t ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ∀ t ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1].

That Ai j(t) is strictly increasing thus yields for all
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and t ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1]

dAi j(t)
dt

� 1+ γi jk > 0.

Therefore, we conclude that the FIFO property is sat-
isfied if γi jk > −1 for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. We assume that
γi jk >−1 such that Ai j(t) is strictly increasing and there-
fore also invertible.

Next, we describe the function Di j(T) denoting the
departure time from i to j when arriving at j at time T,
defined as the inverse of Ai j(t). Observe that since
Ai j is a piecewise linear function so is its inverse.
The breakpoints of Di j(T) are βi j1 + τi j(βi j1), . . . , βi jm+1 +

τi j(βi jm+1). Note that because the travel time function
is strictly increasing the order of the breakpoints does
not change, i.e., βi jk + τi j(βi jk) ≤ βi jk+1 + τi j(βi jk+1) for all
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
For departure time t ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1], for some k ∈
{1, . . . ,m}, we have that the arrival time T � Ai j(t) �
αi jk + (1 + γi jk)t ∈ [βi jk + τi j(βi jk), βi jk+1 + τi j(βi jk+1)].
From this it follows, since we assume γi jk > −1, that
the departure time t when arriving at T ∈ [βi jk +

τi j(βi jk), βi jk+1 + τi j(βi jk+1)] is given by

Di j(T)�
T − αi jk

1+ γi jk
.

2.2. Mixed-Integer Linear Programming
Formulation

We provide a mixed-integer linear programming for-
mulation for the TWAVRP with time-dependent travel
times. To do so, we introduce an auxiliary graph Ĝ �

(N, Â), where Â contains a copy of each arc a ∈ A
for every line piece of the travel time function, Â �

{(i , j, k) | (i , j) ∈ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ Li j}. Travel along arc (i , j, k)
corresponds to travel along arc (i , j) ∈ A while the
travel time is determined by line piece li jk of τi j(t).
This means (i , j, k) can only be used when travel starts
at t ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1] and travel time is given by τi j(t) �
αi jk + γi jk t. Observe that any feasible route (P, t) can be
represented in Ĝ, and similarly any route in Ĝ can be
represented in G.

Furthermore, we introduce additional parameters.
Let av

r be the number of times customer i ∈ N′ is vis-
ited by route r and let b i jk

r be the number of times arc
(i , j, k) ∈ Â is used by route r.
Finally, let the time window variable yi be the start

time of the endogenous time window at location i ∈N′.
Note that yi ∈ [si , ei−wi] andwe assume si ≤ ei−wi . Let
the binary route variable xωr indicate whether route r
is used for scenario ω. Note that as time is continuous,
the number of variables xωr is infinite, unless wi � ei − si
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for all i ∈N . Finally, let the binary arc flow variable θωi jk
indicate whether arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â is used in scenario ω.
The TWAVRP with time-dependent travel times can be
formulated using the following mixed-integer linear
program:

min
∑
ω∈Ω

pω
∑

r∈R(ω)
cr xωr (1)∑

r∈R(ω)
a i

r xωr � 1, ∀ i ∈ N′, ∀ω ∈Ω, (2)∑
r∈R(ω)

t i
r xωr ≥ yi , ∀ i ∈ N′, ∀ω ∈Ω, (3)∑

r∈R(ω)
t i

r xωr ≤ yi + wi , ∀ i ∈ N′, ∀ω ∈Ω, (4)∑
r∈R(ω)

b i jk
r xωr � θωi jk , ∀ (i , j, k) ∈ Â, ∀ω ∈Ω, (5)

xωr ∈ [0, 1], ∀ω ∈Ω, ∀ r ∈ R(ω), (6)
yi ∈ [si , ei −wi], ∀ i ∈ N′, (7)
θωi jk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ (i , j, k) ∈ Â, ∀ω ∈Ω. (8)

The objective function (1) is the expected total costs
of a time window assignment. Constraints (2) ensure
that every location is visited exactly once and Con-
straints (3) and (4) ensure that all locations are vis-
ited within the assigned time windows. The remaining
Constraints (5)–(8) represent the integrality conditions
on the arc flow in Â represented in each scenario by
the route variables x, and specify the domains of the
decision variables.
Constraints (5) and (8) allow a single route in a

solution to be represented by a convex combination
of several routes, only if every arc in Â is selected
binary. This enables us to drop the integrality condi-
tions on the route variables as is done in (6). More
precisely, including (5) does not only ensure integer
arc flow in A, corresponding to noncyclic routes sat-
isfying the capacity and exogenous time window con-
straints, but also ensures that when traveling from i
to j the travel time is determined by a single line piece
li jk of τi jk(t). Indeed, when θωi jk � 1 the convex com-
bination of routes yield ∑

r∈R(ω) b
i jk
r xωr � 1. This means

that for any fractionally selected route traversing (i , j)
it holds that t i

r ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1]. The time of service of i on
the route r∗ corresponding to the convex combination
of routes is given by t i

r∗ �
∑

r∈R(ω) t i
r xωr and it holds that

t i
r∗ ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1]. Therefore, the travel time on (i , j) by
the route r∗ should be τi j(t i

r∗) � αi jk + γi jk t i
r∗ . We con-

clude by showing that this is indeed the case for this
convex combination of routes∑

r∈R(ω)
τi j(t i

r)xωr �
∑

r∈R(ω)
(αi jk +γi jk t i

r)xωr

� αi jk +γi jk

∑
r∈R(ω)

t i
r xωr

� αi jk +γi jk t i
r∗ .

We emphasize that the formulation is incorrect when
merely imposing integrality on the arcs in A instead

of Â. In this case, convex combinations of routes with
low travel times might be used to represent a route
with low travel time at a moment when travel time
is high, e.g., combining two routes before and after
congestion to represent travel during congestion.

3. Column Generation
To find lower bounds to the TWAVRPwith time-depen-
dent travel times, we use a column generation algo-
rithm to solve the linear programming (LP) relaxation
of (1)–(8). Initially only a subset of all routing vari-
ables are included in the formulation, and new routing
variables with negative reduced costs are identified by
solving a pricing problem. In this case, we decompose
the pricing problem into several problems, one for each
scenario. For scenario ω, the pricing problem is to find
a feasible route (P, t̄), with minimum reduced cost. Let
us denote the dual variables corresponding to (2)–(5)
by λ, µ, ν, and ξ, respectively. For ease of notation, let
π � ν−µ. Observe that λ, π, and ξ are all unrestricted.
The reduced cost corresponding to route variable xωr is
given by

pωcr −
∑
i∈N′

λωi a i
r −

∑
i∈N′

πωi t i
r −

∑
(i , j, k)∈Â

ξωi jk b i jk
r . (9)

We model the pricing problem for scenario ω using
the auxiliary graph Ĝ. With each node i ∈ N′ we asso-
ciate demand dωi , time window [si , ei], and the time
of service cost coefficient −πωi . With node 0 we asso-
ciate the cost coefficient −pωch and with node n + 1
we associate the cost coefficient pωch . Furthermore,
with each arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â we associate the time window
[βi jk , βi jk+1] corresponding to the breakpoints of line
piece k of τi j(t). Arc (i , j, k) can only be used if the time
of service t at i is such that t ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1]. Furthermore,
we associate with each arc (i , j, k) the time-dependent
travel time function τi j(t) � αi jk + γi jk t. Moreover, we
associate with each arc the fixed costs pωc f

i j − λωj − ξωi jk
if j ∈ N′ and pωc f

i j − ξωi jk otherwise.
For each route (P, t̄) we calculate the corresponding

reduced cost in scenario ω as the sum of the costs of the
arcs on path P and at each node the costs that are lin-
ear in the time of service, which includes the weighted
hourly costs pωch times the route duration. The pricing
problem is solved by finding a shortest path in Ĝ with a
capacity constraint, time-dependent travel times, time
window constraints (these are the exogenous timewin-
dows on the nodes and the breakpoint induced time
windows on the arcs), and linear node costs. To our
knowledge this problem has not been studied in the
scientific literature, although it is quite similar to the
shortest path problem with time windows and linear
node costs in an acyclic graph, introduced by Ioachim
et al. (1998).
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3.1. Pricing Algorithm
To solve the pricing problem, we suggest using the
following labeling algorithm. In this algorithm each
label L corresponds to a partial path in Ĝ starting at
the depot and ending at node N(L), with time of ser-
vice at N(L) in [sL , eL]. With each label L we associate
a load q(L) defined as the sum of demand of all loca-
tions on the partial path. Similar to the algorithm by
Feillet et al. (2004), we associate with each label L the
binary parameters f j(L), j ∈N′, equal to 1 if customer j
has already been visited on the partial path associated
with label L or if this path cannot be feasibly extended
to customer j as this would violate the capacity con-
straint. To this end, we define the function Fωj (L) that
takes value 1 if q(L)+ dωj >Q indicating that L cannot
be extended to j without violating the capacity con-
straint, and 0 otherwise.
Finally, associated with each label L is the reduced

cost function gL(T) providing the minimal reduced
cost of the partial path represented by L such that the
time of service at N(L) is in [sL ,T], for T ∈ [sL , eL]. In
our algorithm we only generate labels for which gL(T)
is linear in T. Therefore, we can represent the func-
tion gL(T) by its intercept αL and slope γL. To be more
precise, gL(T) provides theminimal reduced cost of the
partial path represented by L where the time of service
at N(L) is T ∈ [sL , eL] if γL < 0, andwhere the time of ser-
vice at N(L) is precisely sL if γL � 0. We do not generate
labels where γL > 0. This is similar to the cost functions
used in the algorithm proposed by Ioachim et al. (1998)
to solve the shortest path problem with time windows
and linear node costs in an acyclic graph.

3.2. Calculating Reduced Costs
Observe that the minimum costs of a partial path
only containing the starting depot is (i) undefined for
t ≤ s0, (ii) −pωch t for t ∈ [s0 , e0], and (iii) −pωch e0 for
t ∈ [e0 , en+1] corresponding with service at time e0 and
waiting before departure. Note that we use the end
of the time window of the ending depot, en+1, as the
time horizon of the pricing problem. Hence, we can
represent the cost function at the starting depot by at
most two line pieces, in particular using two labels as
described above. Note that if e0 ≥ en+1 only one label
suffices. Next, we show that extending a label with lin-
ear costs to the next customer along an arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â
results in new labels with linear costs, which together
represent the minimum costs of the extended partial
path. This new cost function can be determined recur-
sively from the label to be extended. By induction, this
shows that the costs of every partial path can be repre-
sented by labels with linear costs.
Consider the label L corresponding to a partial

path ending at location i. Furthermore, let the cor-
responding cost function be gL(T) � αL + γLT for all

T ∈ [sL , eL]. Assume that line piece li jk � {βi jk , βi jk+1 ,
αi jk , γi jk} of τi j(t) is such that [s , e] � [bi jk , bi jk+1] ∩
[sL , eL] is not empty, i.e., time allows label L to be
extended along arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â. We extend the label to
customer j along arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â and construct the cor-
responding cost function. Constructing the cost func-
tion when extending a label to the end depot n + 1
instead of to a customer is done in a similar way and
is not presented for the sake of brevity.

First, let us consider the case where there exists a
departure time in [s , e] such that j can be reached from
i within the time window of j, i.e., [s′, e′] � [s + τi j(s),
e + τi j(e)] ∩ [s j , e j] ,�. We will later return to the case
where we can only arrive before the start of the time
window or after the end. Denote the extended label on
the interval [s′, e′] by L′. The cost function gL′(T), for
T ∈ [s′, e′], is calculated recursively as follows:

sL′ � max{s j ,s+τi j(s)}, (10)

eL′ �

{
en+1 if γL/(1+γi jk)−πωj ≥0
min{e j ,e+τi j(e)} otherwise,

(11)

αL′ �



αL+pωc f
i j−λωj −ξωi jk−

γLγi jk

1+γi jk
+

(
γL

1+γi jk
−πωj

)
sL′

if γL/(1+γi jk)−πωj ≥0

αL+pωc f
i j−λωj −ξωi jk−

γLαi jk

1+γi jk

otherwise,

(12)

γL′ �


0 if γL/(1+γi jk)−πωj ≥0
γL

1+γi jk
−πωj otherwise. (13)

Additionally, a label L′′ is constructed such that
[sL′′ , eL′′] � [e′, en+1]. The cost function of this label is
constant and corresponds to the minimal costs of ser-
vicing j within [s′, e′] and waiting with departure
from j until T ∈ [e′, en+1]. The cost function is given
by gL′′(T) � gL′(e′), for T ∈ [e′, en+1]. Figure 1 shows an
example of the reduced cost after extending label L as
described above.

Now consider extending the label L while [s′, e′] �
[s + τi j(s), e + τi j(e)] ∩ [s j , e j] � �. If s + τi j(s) > e j , the
new customer cannot be reached in time and no new
label is created. Otherwise e + τi j(e) < s j , that is, the
latest arrival at j is before the start of the time window
and the costs we compute next correspond to arriving
before the time window and waiting with service until
the start of the time window. We construct a new label
L′ for the interval [s j , e j] with cost function gL(T), for
T ∈ [s j , e j], defined as follows:

gL′(T) � min
t∈[s j ,T]

{gL(e)+ pωc f
i j − λωj − ξωi jk − πωj t}

�


gL(e)+ pωc f

i j − λωj − ξωi jk − πωj s j if πωj ≤ 0

gL(e)+ pωc f
i j − λωj − ξωi jk − πωj T otherwise.
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Figure 1. Example of the Reduced Cost After Extending
Label L
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Also, in this case, an additional label L′′ is con-
structed such that [sL′′ , eL′′] � [e j , en+1]. The cost func-
tion of this label corresponds to the minimal costs of
servicing j within [s j , e j] and waiting with departure
from j until T ∈ [e j , en+1]. The cost function is given by
gL′′(T)� gL′(e j), for T ∈ [e j , en+1].
If s̃ is the earliest possible time of service at location j,

observe that using the above described procedure to
extend labels from i to j along every arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â,
there exists by construction for every time T ∈ [s̃ , en+1] a
label L′ such that T ∈ [sL′ , eL′], which provides the min-
imal costs of servicing customer j before or at time T.

3.3. Dominance
To limit the number of labels generated by the labeling
algorithm, we use a dominance procedure to main-
tain only Pareto optimal labels. The procedure, which
is similar to the dominance procedure proposed by
Ioachim et al. (1998), is outlined as follows. When eval-
uating dominance of two labels L and L′ such that
[S,E] � [sL , eL] ∩ [sL′ , eL′] � [max{sL , sL′}, min{eL , eL′}],
we take the piecewise minimum of the two linear func-
tions represented by L and L′. Figure 2 illustrates this,
where the dashed lines indicate the parts of the labels
that are dominated in terms of reduced cost. In particu-
lar, we compute [s , e] ∈ [S,E] for which the costs of L is
lower than the costs of L′ and remove this interval from
the label L′. Next, we formally define the dominance
procedure.
The label L dominates label L′ on [s , e] ∈ [S,E] if

N(L)� N(L′),
q(L) ≤ q(L′),

f j(L) ≤ f j(L′) ∀ j ∈ N′,
gL(T) ≤ gL′(T) ∀T ∈ [s , e].

Clearly, if L and L′ satisfy the above conditions, any
feasible extension of the partial path represented by L′

is also feasible for the partial path represented by L,

Figure 2. Example of Dominance Between L and L′
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while the total reduced cost is lower for every depar-
ture time T ∈ [s , e].
To find the maximal interval [s , e] ∈ [S,E] for which

L has lower costs than L′ we use the following pro-
cedure. Let gL(T) � αL + γLT and gL′(T) � αL′ + γL′T.
If γL � γL′ then the costs of one label are always higher
than the other. In particular, [s , e] � [S,E] if αL ≤ αL′ ,
and [s , e]�� otherwise.
If γL , γL′ the linear functions gL(T) and gL′(T) inter-

sect at time T∗ given by

T∗ �
αL′ − αL

γL − γL′
.

Now we find [s , e] as follows. If γL > γL′ then
L has lower costs than L′ on the interval [s , e] �
[S,min{E,T∗}], otherwise on [s , e] � [max{S,T∗},E].
Furthermore, we conclude that L′ has lower costs than
L on the interval [s′, e′]� [S,E]\[s , e].
Finally, if L dominates L′ on [s , e], we modify L′ by

removing [s , e] from the interval [sL′ , eL′]. In the case
that the interval is split in two as a result of remov-
ing [s , e], instead of modifying L′, two new labels are
constructed corresponding to either interval.

3.4. Remarks to Reduce the Number of
Generated Labels

Next, we provide two remarks, which we use to reduce
the number of generated labels. They highlight special
cases of labels that will be dominated and therefore
need not be generated.

Remark 1. When extending a label L from i to j
along arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â from the interval [s , e] � [sL , eL] ∩
[βi jk , βi jk+1] such that e + τi j(e) < s j , we create a label L′
for the interval [s j , en+1], providing the costs of servic-
ing i at some time in [sL , eL], traveling to j and waiting
with service at j until at least s j .
Suppose breakpoint βi jk+1 of τi j(t) is such that

βi jk+1 ≤ eL and therefore L can also be extended along
arc (i , j, k + 1) from the interval [s̄ , ē] � [sL , eL] ∩
[bi jk+1 , bi jk+2] to create L̄′. In the case ē + τi j(ē) < s j it is
easily verified that L′ is dominated by L̄′ if gL(e)−ξωi jk ≥
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gL(ē) − ξωi jk+1 in which case we do not generate L′. Oth-
erwise, s j ∈ [s̄ + τi j(s̄), ē + τi j(ē)] in which case L′ is also
dominated by L̄′ if gL(e) − ξωi jk ≥ gL(Di j(s j)) − ξωi jk+1 and
we similarly do not generate L′.

Remark 2. When extending a label L from i to j along
arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â we create a label L′ for the interval [s′, e′]
and an additional label L′′ for the interval [e′, en+1]. In
case the slope of gL′(T) is zero, just like the slope of
gL′′(T), we can merge labels L′ and L′′ since they have
the same costs. To be more precise, we do not generate
L′′ but generate L′ with as interval [s′, en+1].

3.5. Extension Procedure
Using Remarks 1 and 2, we provide an efficient exten-
sion procedure to extend a label L such that N(L) � i
to customer j, creating a collection of new labels. Rep-
resent gL(T) by its intercept αL and slope γL. First,
we consider all line pieces along which the next loca-
tion is at the latest reached prior to the start of its
time window. Let lA be the first and lB be the last line
piece li jk � {βi jk , βi jk+1 , αi jk , γi jk} of τi j(t) with [s , e] �
[bi jk , bi jk+1]

⋂[sL , eL] such that e + τi j(e) < s j . Select lK ∈
arg minA≤k≤B{gL(e) − ξωi jk} as the line piece between lA

and lB that yields the dominating extended label.
Let lB+1 be the first line piece along which location j

can be reached at s j . In correspondence with Remark 1,
we extend label L only along line piece lK provided that
gL(eK) − ξωi jK < gL(Di j(s j)) − ξωi jB+1. In this case, we use
the following extension functions, where we consider
Remark 2 to determine the label end time:

N(L′) � j, (14)
q(L′) � q(L)+ dωj , (15)

fv(L′) �
{

1 if v � j
max{ fv(L), Fωv (L′)} otherwise

∀v ∈N′, (16)
sL′ � s j , (17)

eL′ �

{
en+1 if −πωj ≥ 0
e j otherwise,

(18)

αL′ �


αL +γLeK + pωc f

i j −λωj − ξωi jK −πωj s j

if −πωj ≥ 0

αL +γLeK + pωc f
i j −λωj − ξωi jK

otherwise,

(19)

γL′ �

{
0 if −πωj ≥ 0
−πωj otherwise.

(20)

Furthermore, if eL′ < en+1 also construct the additional
label L′′ with the extension functions (14)–(16), αL′ �

gL(e), γL′′ � 0, sL′′ � eL′ , and eL′′ � en+1.
Next, we extend label L along the remaining line

pieces li jk � {βi jk , βi jk+1 , αi jk , γi jk} of τi j(t) for which

arrival at j is possible after the start s j of the time win-
dow and before the end e j . That is, we consider the
line pieces such that for [s , e] � [βi jk , βi jk+1] ∩ [sL , eL] it
holds that (i) [s , e] is not empty, (ii) s j ≤ e + τi j(e), and
(iii) s + τi j(s) ≤ e j . We construct a new label L′ using the
extension functions (14)–(16) and

sL′ � max{s j , s + τi j(s)}, (21)

eL′ �


en+1 if

γL

1+γi jk
−πωj ≥ 0

min{e j , e + τi j(e)} otherwise,
(22)

αL′ �



αL + pωc f
i j −λωj − ξωi jk −

γLγi jk

1+γi jk

+

(
γL

1+γi jk
−πωj

)
sL′

if
γL

1+γi jk
−πωj ≥ 0

αL + pωc f
i j −λωj − ξωi jk −

γLαi jk

1+γi jk

otherwise,

(23)

γL′ �


0 if

γL

1+γi jk
−πωj ≥ 0

γL

1+γi jk
−πωj otherwise.

(24)

Furthermore, if eL′ < en+1 also construct the additional
label L′′ with the extension functions (14)–(16), αL′ �

gL(e), γL′′ � 0, sL′′ � eL′ , and eL′′ � en+1.

3.6. Labeling Algorithm
To summarize the labeling algorithm, let EXTEND j(L)
denote the extension operator described in Section 3.5
providing a collection L of labels extended to j. Fur-
thermore, let DOMINATE(L, L′) denote the dominance
procedure described in Section 3.3 providing a collec-
tionL of dominating labels.We initialize the algorithm
with two labels describing the reduced cost at the start-
ing depot, as described in Section 3.2. We refer to these
labels as L1 and L2. Recall that in case e0 ≥ en+1, actually
only one label will be initialized. The labeling algo-
rithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 (Labeling algorithm)
1: Initialize the collection of labels Λ� {L1 , L2}.
2: repeat
3: Select an unprocessed label L ∈Λ.
4: for all j ∈ N such that f j(L)� 0 do
5: L� EXTEND j(L).
6: for all L′ ∈Λ such that N(L′)� j do
7: for all x ∈L do
8: D �DOMINATE(x , L′).
9: Replace x ∈L with the labels in D

originally corresponding to x.
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10: Replace L′ ∈Λwith the labels in D
originally corresponding to L′.

11: end for
12: end for
13: Add L to Λ.
14: end for
15: until No unprocessed labels remain.

3.7. ng-Path Relaxation
In the formulation, we might include routes (P, t̄) for
which P is cyclic, instead of only including routes
for which P is elementary. These routes will never
appear in an optimal integer solution as every cus-
tomer is visited exactly once. However the LP bound
becomes weaker. On the other hand, the pricing prob-
lem becomes easier to solve as elementarity is relaxed.

We apply ng-path relaxation, allowing the possibly
cyclic ng-paths, which were introduced by Baldacci,
Mingozzi, and Roberti (2011). To apply this route relax-
ation, a neighborhood Ni ⊆ N′ is introduced for each
customer i ∈ N′. An ng-path is a path in which a cus-
tomer i can be visited more than once only if between
visits it also visits at least one other customer j such
that i < N j . That is, returning to the same customer
is allowed if the cycle first leaves the neighborhood.
Similar to Baldacci, Mingozzi, and Roberti (2011) and
Ribeiro, Desaulniers, and Desrosiers (2012) all neigh-
borhoods are of the same size ∆ng. In each neighbor-
hood we include the ∆ng customers j for which the
fixed travel costs c f

i j are the lowest.
Our labeling algorithm is modified to find a short-

est ng-path instead of an elementary path to solve the
pricing problem. In particular, this is accomplished by
replacing (16) used for updating the location resources
of the label by

fi(L′)�


1 if i � j,
max{ fi(L), Fωi (L′)}

if i ∈ N j\{ j},
0 otherwise,

∀ i ∈ N′. (25)

Note that now when extending label L to customer j
to create label L′, fi(L′) is set to 0 even when fi(L) � 1
in case i is not in the neighborhood N j of customer j.
Computational gains are achieved first because when
checking dominance only the resources fi(L′) have to
be considered for i ∈ N j , because all other values fk(L′)
are zero anyway. More importantly, significantly more
labels are typically dominated. Observe that a low
value of ∆ng yields a fast labeling algorithm and a
weaker LP bound while a high value of ∆ng yields a
slower labeling algorithm but a stronger LP bound.

3.8. Reusing Routes
Similar to Spliet and Gabor (2015), in each iteration of
the column generation algorithm the pricing problems

are solved iteratively per scenario. For each identified
route with negative reduced cost that is added to the
formulation for one scenario, we check whether this
route is also feasible and has a negative reduced cost
for the other remaining scenarios. If such a route is
found, it is added to the formulation for that scenario
as well, and the pricing algorithm is no longer used
to solve the pricing problem for that scenario in the
current iteration.

4. Tabu Search Pricing Heuristic
We propose a tabu search algorithm as a pricing
heuristic used to find negative reduced cost columns
at each iteration of the column generation algorithm.
Applying the pricing heuristic to solve the pricing
problem, and only using the exact labeling procedure
when the heuristic fails to identify a column with neg-
ative reduced cost, potentially speeds up the column
generation algorithm. Recall that we model the pric-
ing problem as a shortest path problem in Ĝ with a
capacity constraint, time-dependent travel times, time
window constraints on the nodes and arcs, and linear
node costs. To our knowledge, this problem has not yet
been studied in the scientific literature, so no heuristic
is readily available to us. Note that tabu search heuris-
tics have been successfully applied to solve related
shortest path problems in a column generation setting.
We modify the tabu search heuristic implemented by
Spliet and Desaulniers (2015) for a shortest path prob-
lemwith capacity and time window constraints, to suit
our needs. Similar to Spliet and Desaulniers (2015),
we only consider elementary routes in the tabu search
algorithm and do not maintain ng-routes.

4.1. Tabu Search Neighborhoods
The tabu search heuristic is initialized with an elemen-
tary route. Next, we iteratively replace this route by a
route in its neighborhood.We define the neighborhood
of each route as all other feasible routes that can be
obtained by a single move. We consider two types of
moves: adding a customer to the route and removing a
customer from the route. Next, we define these moves
more precisely.

A route is represented as a pair (P, t̄), where P is a
path in Ĝ and t̄ are the corresponding times of ser-
vice at each location on the path. Since Ĝ may con-
tain multiple arcs connecting two nodes, inserting or
removing a customer can be done in multiple ways. As
an insertion move, we consider removing arc (i , j, k)
from P and replacing this with two arcs (i ,m , k′) and
(m , j, k′′), followed by the (re)optimization of the times
of service. Such a move corresponds with one way to
insert customer m in between i and j. Similarly, as a
deletionmove, we consider removing arcs (i ,m , k′) and
(m , j, k′′) from P and inserting an arc (i , j, k), followed
by the (re)optimization of the times of service. This
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move corresponds to one way to remove customer m
from the route. Next, we discuss the optimization of
times of service for a given path in Ĝ.

4.2. Optimizing Times of Service
Optimizing the time of service for a given path P in Ĝ,
requires choosing a time of service t̄i for all locations i
along path P. The time of service t̄i should satisfy the
exogenous timewindow [si , ei], as well as the timewin-
dow [bi jk , bi jk+1] imposed by each arc (i , j, k) on path P.
Furthermore, the travel time along arc (i , j, k) is linear
and given by αi jk + γi jk t̄i . Finally, costs are incurred at
each location, which are linear in the time of service.
For the moment, we can omit the remaining parts of
the reduced cost pertaining to the choice of path P.
Next, we demonstrate that this problem is equivalent

to the version without time windows on the arcs and
constant travel times. This allows the use of the polyno-
mial time algorithm of Dumas, Soumis, and Desrosiers
(1990) to optimize the times of service. Their algorithm
is designed for the latter problem, including convex
cost functions of time of service at each node in general,
and linear cost functions in particular.

First, observe that the two time windows on the time
of service at node i along path P can be represented by
a single time window. Simply impose max{si , bi jk} ≤
t̄i ≤ min{ei , bi jk+1} for all (i , j, k) on P, and sn+1 ≤
t̄n+1 ≤ en+1.
Finally, transforming the time of service variables by

an appropriate substitution allows us to reduce the lin-
ear travel times to constant travel times. To illustrate
this, let us first simplify the notation. Let NP be the
number of locations along path P. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,NP}
denote by t̃i the time of service at the ith location along
path P. Similarly, we denote the corresponding single
time window by [s̃i , ẽi], the linear node costs by π̃i ,
and the linear travel time function from the ith to the
(i + 1)th location by ãi + γ̃i t̃i .
Observe that the time of service t̃i+1 should be later

than the arrival time at the (i + 1)th location, hence

ãi + (γ̃i + 1)t̃i ≤ t̃i+1.

Next, denote by Γi � 1/(∏i−1
j�1(γ̃j + 1)), and note that

by convention Γ1 � 1. Consider the substitution t̃′i � Γi t̃i
for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,NP}. By induction, it follows that

Γi+1 ãi + t̃′i ≤ t̃′i+1.

This shows that after substitution of the time of
service variables, the travel time from the ith to the
(i + 1)th location is constant and given by Γi+1 ãi .
We conclude that the problem of optimizing the

time of service is equivalent to optimizing the time
of service with constant travel times, single time win-
dows [Γi s̃i ,Γi ẽi], and linear node costs Γi π̃i for all i ∈
{1, . . . ,NP}. Therefore, the polynomial time algorithm
by Dumas, Soumis, and Desrosiers (1990) can be used
to optimize the time of service.

4.3. Tabu Search Algorithm
The tabu search algorithm initializes with a route that
is selected with a positive value in the current solu-
tion to the LP relaxation. In each iteration of the algo-
rithm, all neighbors are evaluated and the neighboring
routewith the lowest reduced cost is selected to replace
the current route. The new route might have higher
costs than the old route. To avoid cycling, we make
the inverse move tabu for TStabu iterations. As inverse
move corresponding with the insertion of customer m,
we consider all moves that delete customer m. Simi-
larly, as inverse move corresponding with the deletion
of customer m, we consider all moves that insert cus-
tomer m. Every time a route has been found with neg-
ative reduced cost, it is added to the relaxed master
problem.

To diversify the search, after every TSdiv iterations
the algorithm reinitializes by selecting a new route for
which the corresponding route variable has a positive
value in the current solution to the LP relaxation. Both
at initialization and at reinitialization, if the selected
route is cyclic, we remove all visits to a customer except
the first to obtain an elementary route. Removing a cus-
tomer is done by removing the two incident arcs and
adding a new arc corresponding to the earliest feasible
departure time. Note that because the triangle inequal-
ity might not be satisfied for travel time, removing a
customer might result in an infeasible route, although
this is highly unlikely in the instances we consider. We
check whether the obtained route has feasible times of
service, if not we reinitialize with the next route.

Thealgorithmterminateswhenallpositively selected
routes in the current LP solution have been used to re-
initialize the tabu search, or when a total of TSmax
routes have been added to the relaxed master prob-
lem during this run of the tabu search algorithm. To
limit computation time, we start by assessing all neigh-
bors found by adding or removing a location at the
end of the route, and iteratively continue to the start
of the route. This way, the optimal times of service of
the locations at the start of the route are maintained
and only the times of service of later locations require
optimization.

5. Valid Inequalities
To strengthen the LP bound, we suggest using valid
inequalities. For the vehicle routing problem with time
windows, many valid inequalities have been studied:
for example, capacity, comb, hypotour, and multistar
inequalities (Lysgaard, Letchford, and Eglese 2004),
k-path inequalities (Kohl et al. 1999), and subset row
inequalities (Jepsen et al. 2008). These inequalities are
also applicable to each scenario in the TWAVRP with
time-dependent travel times. In our implementation
we use the capacity inequalities, which are presented
next. Furthermore, we present a novel set of valid
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inequalities specifically designed for the TWAVRP
with time-dependent travel times, referred to as arc-
synchronization inequalities.

5.1. Capacity Inequalities
Let θωi j �

∑Li j

k�1 θ
ω
i jk be the arc flow in G on arc (i , j) in sce-

nario ω. Let b(S) be the minimum number of vehicles
needed to visit all customers in S ⊆ V′. The capacity
inequalities are as follows:∑

i∈S, j<S
θωi j ≥ b(S) ∀S ⊆ N′, ∀ω ∈Ω. (26)

As is common, we replace b(S) by the lower bound
d∑i∈S dωi /Qe. We use the heuristic of Lysgaard, Letch-
ford, and Eglese (2004) to separate them, more pre-
cisely, we use the implementation that can be found in
the package by Lysgaard (2003). Note that including
these inequalities does not affect the structure of the
pricing problem.

5.2. Arc-Synchronization Inequalities
As highlighted in Section 2.2, a fractional solution
might lead to biased representation of travel times, and
hence a decreased value of the LP relaxation. To over-
come this, we suggest the following arc-synchroniza-
tion inequalities. They are based on the fact that if in
scenario ω ∈ Ω location i ∈ N is departed from before
time t, it is not possible in another scenario ω′ ∈ Ω,
ω , ω′, to depart from i later than t + wi without vio-
lating the endogenous time window constraints in at
least one of the two scenarios. Although the time win-
dow constraints (3) and (4) prevent this for any integer
solution, this observation can be used to strengthen the
value of a fractional solution.
Let L−i j(t) � arg max1≤k≤Li j

{βi jk+1 | βi jk+1 ≤ t} corre-
spond with the last line piece of τi j(t) that ends prior
to time t. If for some j ∈ N an arc (i , j, k) ∈ Â is used
in scenario ω for k ≤ L−i j(t), this implies that location i
is departed from before time t. Similarly, let L+

ji(t) �
arg min1≤k≤L ji

{β jik | A ji(β jik) > t + wi} correspond with
the first line piece of τ ji(t) for which the arrival at i is
strictly later than t+wi . If for some j ∈N an arc ( j, i , k) ∈
Â is used in scenario ω′ for k ≥ L+

ji(t), this implies
that location i is arrived at later than t + wi , which in
turn implies that location i is departed from later than
t + wi . Finally, let Bi be a set of time points containing
(1) all breakpoints βi jk of τi j and (2) all arrival times
at i when departing at a breakpoint of τ ji minus the
time window width, i.e., the times A ji(β jik) − wi . The
arc-synchronization constraints are the following:∑

j∈N

∑
1≤k≤L−i j (t)

θωi jk +
∑
j∈N

∑
L+

ji (t)≤k≤L ji

θω
′

jik ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈N, ∀ t ∈Bi ,

∀ω,ω′ ∈Ω, ω,ω′. (27)

Note that only the times t ∈ Bi are of interest, as L−i j(t)
is constant for t ∈ [βi jk , βi jk+1) for all (i , j) ∈ A and simi-
larly L+

ji(t) is constant for t ∈ (A ji(β ji) − wi ,A ji(β jik+1) −
wi]. Therefore we need not consider all t ∈ [si , ei].
Observe that the number of arc-synchronization in-

equalities is (∑i , j∈N Li j +L ji)|Ω|(|Ω| −1). All these valid
inequalitiesmight be added to the formulation directly,
in which case no separation is required. Otherwise,
checking for violated inequalities can be done in poly-
nomial time by enumeration. Note that preliminary
experiments have shown that adding all arc-synchro-
nization inequalities to the formulation slows down the
algorithm significantly. Therefore, in all experiments
presented in this paper where these inequalities are
used, none are added initially and violated inequal-
ities are separated. Finally, note that including arc-
synchronization inequalities does not affect the struc-
ture of the pricing problem, similar to the capacity
inequalities.

6. Branch-Price-and-Cut
Next, we describe the branch-price-and-cut algorithm
used to solve the TWAVRP with time-dependent travel
times to optimality. Lower bounds are found by solving
the LP relaxation of (1)–(8) using column generation
and adding valid inequalities. When no new negative
reduced cost routes are identified, violated valid in-
equalities are separated. We have experimented with
a branch-price-and-cut algorithm in which only capac-
ity inequalities are separated, and with an algorithm
in which also violated arc-synchronization inequalities
are separated when no violated capacity inequality is
identified.

Weapply twodifferentbranching rules. First, branch-
ing is performed on the arcs in G, that is, branching on
the aggregate variables θωi j . If the arc flow on all arcs
in G is integer, we branch on the arcs in Ĝ by branch-
ing on the variables θωi jk . Note that fixing θωi j � 0 during
branching is achieved by fixing θωi jk �0 for all 1≤ k ≤ Li j .

When branching on the arcs in G or Ĝ, spe-
cial ordered subset branching (SOS branching) is ap-
plied, similar to Spliet and Gabor (2015). We provide
the details for branching on arcs in G here and omit the
similar procedure for branching on arcs in Ĝ for the
sake of brevity. For scenario ω and customer i, let δ−ω(i)
and δ+ω(i) be the sets of in and out arcs of customer i,
respectively. We select a customer i, a scenario ω, and
an arc type o ∈ {−,+} such that the number of arcs a
in δo

ω(i) for which θωa > 0 is the largest set. Let δo
ω(i) �

{a1 , . . . , ak} be orderedwith respect to the arc flow in G,
such that θωai

≥ θωa j
if i < j. The arcs are divided into two

groups, S and its complement S̄, where S � {a1 , . . . , ai}
is such that ∑a∈S θ

ω
a ≥ 0.5 and ∑

a∈S\{ai } θ
ω
a < 0.5. When

branching, we disallow the use of the arcs in S in one
branch and in the other we disallow the use of the arcs
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in S̄. Observe that the pricing problem is not altered by
this branching procedure although the number of arcs
to be considered decreases.
Finally, upper bounds are obtained only when the

solution to the LP relaxation is integer and the node of
the search tree with the lowest lower bound is selected
at each iteration of the branch-price-and-cut algorithm.

7. Experiments
Next, we present the results of numerical experiments
in which the presented algorithm is used to solve the
TWAVRP with time-dependent travel times. We first
describe how the test instances are generated. Then,
the results are shown of experiments in which the col-
umn generation algorithm is used to solve the LP relax-
ation. Specifically, a comparison is made between the
column generation with and without the new pricing
heuristic. Finally, results are shown using the branch-
price-and-cut algorithm to solve the TWAVRP with
time-dependent travel times to optimality. Here, we
emphasize the effect of adding the arc-synchronization
inequalities.

All algorithms are coded in C++ and CPLEX 12.6.2 is
used for solving linear programs. All experiments were
performed on an Intel Core i5-2450M CPU, 2.5 GHz
with 4 GB RAM. For each individual run, i.e., using
either the column generation algorithm or the branch-
price-and-cut algorithm on a single instance, a time
limit of one hour is maintained.

7.1. Test Instances
The following procedure is used to generate a test
instance, inspired by a Dutch retail chain. Customer
locations are randomly generated using a uniform dis-
tribution over a square with sides of length 5. The
depot is at the center of the square. The fixed travel
costs c f

i j between two locations i ∈ N and j ∈ N are set
equal to the Euclidean distance. The hourly costs ch is
set to 1.
The depot has the exogenous time window [6, 22].

Each customer is given one of three exogenous time
windows, each assigned with a fixed frequency. The
exogenous time window [10, 16] is given to 10% of
the customers, [8, 18] to 60%, and [7, 21] to 30%. The
endogenous time window width is set to 2 for all
customers.
Three demand scenarios are generated to represent

low, medium, and high demand. This is achieved by
generating a realization of demand di for each cus-
tomer i ∈ N′ from a normal distribution with mean 5
and variance 1.5. Next, this value is multiplied with a
multiplier uωi and rounded up, resulting in the demand
of customer i in scenario ω of dωi � duωi die. For scenar-
ios 1, 2, and 3, the customer specificmultiplier is drawn
from a uniform distribution on [0.7, 0.8], [0.95, 1.05],
and [1.2, 1.3], respectively. The vehicle capacity is 30.

Table 1. Speed Profile Assignment

Small Medium Big

Small Fast Fast Medium
Medium Fast Medium Slow
Big Medium Slow Slow

To create the time-dependent travel time functions,
we randomly assign one of three speed profiles to each
arc: slow, medium, or fast. To assign the speed profiles,
we first randomly select one-third of the customers to
represent customers located in big, medium, and small
cities, respectively. Depending on the size of two cities,
their connecting arc is assigned a speed profile. For
instance, an arc between two big cities is assigned a
slow profile. Table 1 shows how the speed profiles are
assigned.

The speed profiles describe the speed on various
times of the day. We use different constant speeds dur-
ing five intervals of the day. The speed is chosen such
that the speed profiles represent lower speeds dur-
ing the morning and evening rush hours and higher
speeds outside the rush hours. The speeds during each
interval for the different speed profiles are provided in
Table 2.

It is easily verified that the average speed during
the exogenous time window of the depot, [6, 22], is
approximately 0.63. To determine the travel time, we
first scale the Euclidean distance between customers
by multiplying with 0.63 and rounding to two decimal
places. Next, the time-dependent travel time functions
can be constructed using this corrected distance and
the corresponding speed profiles. The correction factor
of 0.63 ensures that the average travel time corresponds
roughly with the Euclidean distance.

We have generated 4 sets of 10 instances with 10,
15, 20, and 25 customers each, making a total of 40
instances.

7.2. Column Generation Experiments
Next, the results of applying the column generation
algorithm to each of the 40 instances are presented.
First, the results are presented of using the column
generation algorithm without the tabu search pric-
ing heuristic. We show the results in which only ele-
mentary paths are used in the formulation, in which
the ng-path relaxation using the neighborhood size of
∆ng � 5 is applied, and all cyclic paths are allowed. Note

Table 2. Speed Profiles

Time [0, 7] [7, 10] [10, 15] [15, 19] [19, 24]

Slow 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.8
Medium 1 0.4 0.8 0.4 1
Fast 1 0.5 1 0.5 1
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Table 3. Column Generation Experiment Results, Without Pricing Heuristic

All cycles allowed ng-paths with ∆n g � 5 Only elementary routes

Inst. |N′ | T.Time P.Time Iter. LP T.Time P.Time Iter. LP T.Time P.Time Iter. LP

1 10 2.59 2.40 19 23.91 4.06 3.95 19 27.98 14.63 14.49 17 27.98
2 10 0.94 0.81 15 27.36 0.98 0.87 15 31.10 3.59 3.48 14 31.10
3 10 2.23 2.03 22 33.74 1.89 1.75 18 36.52 8.00 7.86 19 36.52
4 10 1.01 0.86 18 38.69 1.23 1.03 22 41.24 4.32 4.15 20 41.24
5 10 0.41 0.28 15 37.60 0.64 0.48 18 40.55 1.31 1.15 17 40.55
6 10 0.55 0.41 17 34.66 0.81 0.67 15 39.36 1.87 1.79 18 39.36
7 10 1.17 1.04 19 28.41 1.06 0.97 15 32.20 2.85 2.70 19 32.20
8 10 0.98 0.83 16 29.20 2.67 2.47 22 30.70 9.80 9.59 19 30.89
9 10 1.37 1.26 20 23.97 2.90 2.75 19 26.01 11.00 10.89 14 26.01
10 10 0.73 0.64 15 31.31 2.23 2.03 24 34.96 5.46 5.29 20 34.97

11 15 5.87 5.50 21 44.25 15.30 14.95 20 47.25 1,285.02 1,284.52 26 47.26
12 15 7.16 6.68 27 29.98 13.62 13.25 23 32.57 1,519.66 1,519.28 24 32.65
13 15 1.48 1.22 18 33.91 5.43 4.99 26 40.12 155.30 154.89 25 40.12
14 15 4.71 4.26 29 35.83 7.80 7.42 22 40.69 338.65 338.18 26 40.71
15 15 2.32 1.98 21 40.47 4.93 4.51 26 42.43 131.28 130.81 23 42.43
16 15 3.53 3.19 22 38.16 9.42 8.91 27 41.96 258.23 257.87 21 42.03
17 15 13.21 12.76 24 43.13 15.35 14.94 24 46.71 332.74 332.35 24 46.81
18 15 2.90 2.56 20 40.94 11.76 11.26 26 45.16 275.78 275.31 25 45.17
19 15 3.68 3.29 24 47.67 7.63 7.15 28 51.43 123.18 122.78 24 51.46
20 15 3.31 2.89 23 45.26 10.87 10.17 40 48.40 330.94 330.35 34 48.40

21 20 12.99 12.11 30 43.85 31.66 30.82 30 48.32 3,600.00 — — —
22 20 15.07 14.10 34 56.35 41.45 40.09 39 60.72 3,600.00 — — —
23 20 21.58 20.59 34 45.19 115.27 113.88 44 50.57 3,600.00 — — —
24 20 7.32 6.58 26 55.57 28.10 27.05 34 62.00 3,600.00 — — —
25 20 17.57 16.55 35 50.38 43.38 42.11 42 54.70 3,600.00 — — —
26 20 9.08 8.33 26 46.56 24.31 23.21 36 51.79 3,600.00 — — —
27 20 7.52 6.78 27 54.30 17.22 16.28 33 60.70 1,665.43 1,664.59 31 60.71
28 20 14.59 13.38 38 53.13 33.04 31.87 38 58.79 3,600.00 — — —
29 20 14.77 13.96 28 43.78 43.32 41.92 44 46.81 3,600.00 — — —
30 20 12.48 11.70 26 48.97 31.17 30.14 33 52.09 3,600.00 — — —

31 25 47.02 44.74 47 60.16 117.28 114.85 52 65.23 3,600.00 — — —
32 25 46.01 43.84 46 51.95 107.53 105.28 47 56.77 3,600.00 — — —
33 25 17.86 16.41 34 46.40 45.65 43.94 39 50.74 3,600.00 — — —
34 25 30.97 29.02 42 59.04 70.72 68.55 43 63.50 3,600.00 — — —
35 25 74.83 72.53 50 67.40 129.40 126.83 49 69.39 3,600.00 — — —
36 25 68.19 66.28 42 50.12 165.99 163.21 56 55.12 3,600.00 — — —
37 25 55.32 53.18 46 49.89 127.80 125.33 49 52.86 3,600.00 — — —
38 25 45.90 44.07 41 51.16 169.90 167.56 49 56.42 3,600.00 — — —
39 25 44.63 42.37 47 60.99 117.22 115.11 45 66.86 3,600.00 — — —
40 25 35.38 33.35 44 63.51 96.75 94.08 53 67.90 3,600.00 — — —

that in all three cases the same implementation using
ng-path relaxation is used, in which setting ∆ng � |N′ |
corresponds to allowing elementary paths only and
∆ng � 1 corresponds to allowing all cyclic routes.
Table 3 shows the results of this experiment. The

columns “Inst.” and “|N′ |” show the instance number
and number of customers included in that instance,
respectively. The columns labeled “T.Time” show the
total time in seconds taken by the column gener-
ation algorithm, while “P.Time” shows the time in
seconds taken by the pricing algorithm. Finally, the
columns “Iter.” show the number of column genera-
tion iterations that were performed per instance and
the columns “LP” show the value of the LP relaxation
using the various path relaxations.

First, it is clear that the algorithm spends most of
its time on solving the pricing problems. Furthermore,
the algorithm shows the typical behavior for the dif-
ferent route relaxations: allowing all cycles yields the
fastest algorithm but lowest LP values, allowing ele-
mentary routes only yields the slowest algorithm but
the strongest LP values, while the ng-path relaxation
with ∆ng � 5 provides computation times that are rel-
atively close to the fastest time while the LP values
are close to the strongest values. Note that when the
instance size increases so does the computation time.
In particular, when allowing only elementary routes,
the column generation algorithm cannot solve the LP
relaxation within the time limit for all but one of the
instances with 20 and 25 customers.
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Table 4. Column Generation Experiment Results, Tabu Search

All cycles allowed ng-paths with ∆n g � 5 Only elementary routes

Inst. |N′ | T.Time P.Time Iter. LP T.Time P.Time Iter. LP T.Time P.Time Iter. LP

1 10 3.08 2.65 35 23.91 1.16 0.97 18 27.98 3.63 3.50 15 27.98
2 10 1.41 1.13 27 27.36 0.54 0.41 13 31.10 0.52 0.40 11 31.10
3 10 2.92 2.52 34 33.74 0.95 0.76 16 36.52 1.16 0.95 17 36.52
4 10 1.56 1.18 36 38.69 1.10 0.83 26 41.24 1.15 0.88 26 41.24
5 10 1.12 0.81 30 37.60 0.47 0.33 13 40.55 0.44 0.32 12 40.55
6 10 1.53 1.12 40 34.66 1.00 0.74 26 39.36 1.02 0.76 26 39.36
7 10 1.84 1.51 33 28.41 0.78 0.62 20 32.20 0.62 0.50 12 32.20
8 10 1.95 1.61 29 29.20 1.64 1.37 24 30.70 1.20 0.99 18 30.89
9 10 1.88 1.56 32 23.97 0.72 0.60 12 26.01 0.63 0.52 11 26.01
10 10 1.43 1.12 30 31.31 1.31 1.07 23 34.96 1.06 0.85 21 34.97

11 15 6.21 5.43 39 44.25 3.08 2.61 24 47.25 4.26 3.87 20 47.26
12 15 8.86 7.71 50 29.98 6.41 6.01 20 32.57 4.85 4.41 19 32.65
13 15 3.56 2.84 37 33.91 1.80 1.51 15 40.12 2.01 1.74 14 40.12
14 15 6.59 5.64 48 35.83 1.93 1.66 13 40.69 2.65 2.33 16 40.71
15 15 4.77 4.07 36 40.47 3.30 2.79 27 42.43 100.75 100.20 26 42.43
16 15 5.85 4.92 45 38.16 2.94 2.51 22 41.96 7.15 6.75 20 42.03
17 15 11.71 10.60 51 43.13 5.99 5.49 24 46.71 21.07 20.58 24 46.81
18 15 4.88 4.06 43 40.94 2.71 2.27 23 45.16 4.01 3.58 23 45.17
19 15 5.19 4.24 43 47.67 4.65 3.98 31 51.43 5.84 5.29 26 51.46
20 15 7.67 6.33 62 45.26 4.05 3.45 30 48.40 6.46 5.80 33 48.40

21 20 17.27 15.54 53 43.85 11.43 10.49 29 48.32 24.92 24.05 23 48.32
22 20 18.55 16.44 59 56.35 18.87 17.34 44 60.72 2,551.16 2,549.93 29 60.95
23 20 24.76 21.97 73 45.19 28.15 26.27 54 50.57 148.42 146.62 50 50.67
24 20 13.45 11.44 58 55.57 9.72 8.59 34 62.00 12.75 11.81 28 62.22
25 20 21.90 19.06 68 50.38 19.90 17.98 50 54.70 27.50 26.01 38 54.71
26 20 13.35 11.34 58 46.56 7.25 6.32 28 51.79 10.82 9.98 24 51.79
27 20 14.04 12.00 61 54.30 6.22 5.36 28 60.70 8.58 7.60 31 60.71
28 20 19.80 17.09 74 53.13 11.84 10.56 36 58.79 20.78 19.60 33 58.84
29 20 19.51 17.39 53 43.78 11.36 10.11 35 46.81 26.81 25.80 28 46.83
30 20 17.74 15.40 58 48.97 12.11 10.84 32 52.09 42.75 41.35 32 52.16

31 25 41.55 37.25 70 60.16 46.38 43.80 43 65.23 175.04 172.82 36 65.34
32 25 50.73 45.70 89 51.95 28.86 26.50 43 56.77 165.74 163.71 36 56.86
33 25 24.31 21.06 62 46.40 14.64 12.83 32 50.74 19.82 18.65 22 51.16
34 25 36.68 32.18 75 59.04 28.06 24.99 51 63.50 90.22 87.58 44 63.64
35 25 67.59 62.22 83 67.40 44.44 41.13 52 69.39 646.44 643.62 42 69.65
36 25 76.68 70.67 91 50.12 75.44 72.09 55 55.12 1,583.41 1,579.85 61 55.27
37 25 48.89 44.41 72 49.89 30.81 28.68 35 52.86 295.42 293.41 34 53.01
38 25 43.51 39.16 78 51.16 49.73 46.49 56 56.42 337.57 335.08 45 56.45
39 25 41.85 37.46 73 60.99 35.81 33.17 43 66.86 191.32 188.84 42 67.48
40 25 38.67 33.63 79 63.51 22.38 20.10 35 67.90 105.38 103.28 33 68.32

Table 4 shows the same experiment, now using
the tabu search pricing heuristic, and only employ-
ing the exact labeling algorithm when the pricing
heuristic fails to identify a negative reduced cost col-
umn. The following settings are used for the tabu
search algorithm. The number of iterations that a move
remains tabu is TStabu � 5, the number of iterations
before the algorithm reinitializes with a new route is
TSdiv � 15, and the maximum number of routes added
to the formulation by the tabu search algorithm dur-
ing one iteration of the column generation algorithm is
TSmax � 150.

Observe that there is a steep decline in computation
time from using the pricing heuristic when only ele-
mentary routes are allowed. Now the LP relaxation of
all instances can be solved within the time limit by the

column generation algorithm. The total time for solv-
ing all instances in this case is 6,655.33 seconds and it is
evenmarginally faster than the ng-path relaxationwith
∆ng � 5 in 7 of the smaller instances. The computation
time of solving all instanceswith the ng-path relaxation
with ∆ng � 5 has decreased from 1,677.44 seconds to
559.93 seconds. On the other hand, when all cycles are
allowed, the computation time has actually increased
from 659.23 seconds to 734.84 seconds. In this case
using the pricing heuristic increases the computation
time in 34 instances. This is caused by the fact that the
tabu search heuristic only generates elementary paths.
The optimal solution when all cyclic paths are allowed
consists mostly of cyclic routes, and hence the column
generation algorithm does not benefit much from gen-
erating good elementary routes quickly.
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The results of the branch-price-and-cut experiments
that are presented next are obtained using the column
generation algorithm in which the tabu search pricing
heuristic is employed and the ng-path relaxation with
∆ng � 5 is used. This setting exhibits the lowest compu-
tation times while the LP values are competitive with
allowing only elementary paths.

7.3. Branch-Price-and-Cut Experiments
The experiments, of which the results are presented
next, give insight into the performance of the branch-
price-and-cut algorithm. Table 5 shows the results of
applying the branch-price-and-cut algorithm without
including any arc-synchronization inequalities. Like
before, the columns “Inst.”, “|N′ |”, and “Tot.Time”
show, respectively, the instance number, the number of
customers, and the total time in seconds taken by the
algorithm. The column “Opt.Gap” shows the optimal-
ity gap remaining after termination of the algorithm.
Furthermore, the column “LP Gap” shows the gap
between the value of the best found solution and the
value of the LP relaxation in percentages. Similarly, the
column “Root Gap” shows this gap in percentages after
adding valid inequalities to the LP relaxation. Finally,
the column “Nodes” shows the number of nodes pro-
cessed in the search tree and the column “CI” shows
the number of added capacity inequalities. A dash
indicates that no integer solution was found within the
time limit.
The algorithm solves all instances with 10 customers

and 9 out of 10 instances with 15 customers within the
time limit. For the 20 and 25 customer instances the
algorithm is in both cases only able to solve 1 out of 10
instances. For the unsolved instances, only for instance
11 is a feasible integer solution found within the time
limit. Note that with different settings we were able to
find the optimal solution of this instance, from which
we conclude that the feasible integer solution is not
optimal. In fact, the best found solution value is 0.55%
higher than the optimum, and the LP gap and root gap
with respect to the optimal solution value are 2.40%
and 0.95%, respectively. Of all instances that are solved
to optimality, the algorithm has a root gap of at most
0.96% and on three occasions the root gap is 0%.

Next, Table 6 shows the results of the same exper-
iment with the branch-price-and-cut algorithm, with
the difference being that now arc-synchronization
inequalities are included. Violated arc-synchronization
inequalities are separated whenever the column gen-
eration algorithm cannot find negative reduced cost
routes and no violated capacity inequalities are iden-
tified. All arc-synchronization inequalities violated by
more than 0.25 are added to the formulation. The col-
umn “ASI” shows the number of added arc-synchro-
nization inequalities.

By including arc-synchronization inequalities, three
more instances are solved to optimality, instances 11,

Table 5. Branch-Price-and-Cut Experiment Results

Inst. |N′ | Tot.Time Opt.Gap LP Gap Root Gap Nodes CI

1 10 6.69 0 0 0 11 2
2 10 2.12 0 0.51 0.01 7 1
3 10 37.44 0 3.11 0.95 143 10
4 10 26.58 0 1.05 0.47 191 6
5 10 6.60 0 0.44 0.44 46 4
6 10 45.74 0 0.95 0.95 449 23
7 10 2.26 0 1.20 0 12 1
8 10 26.25 0 1.78 0.46 89 25
9 10 32.09 0 1.81 0.96 100 4
10 10 32.84 0 1.09 0.47 162 16

11 15 3,600.00 0.59 2.94 1.50 4,363 63
12 15 24.32 0 1.51 0 8 20
13 15 19.78 0 0.14 0.08 23 7
14 15 131.53 0 2.62 0.41 171 33
15 15 40.65 0 1.97 0.16 46 26
16 15 31.31 0 1.19 0.02 19 15
17 15 386.21 0 3.76 0.69 262 44
18 15 170.43 0 1.07 0.28 268 20
19 15 129.72 0 2.47 0.41 327 50
20 15 10.34 0 1.71 0.03 3 21

21 20 505.55 0 3.14 0.53 189 34
22 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,591 185
23 20 3,600.00 — — — 960 97
24 20 3,600.00 — — — 2,031 140
25 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,225 113
26 20 3,600.00 — — — 2,293 112
27 20 3,600.00 — — — 2,504 66
28 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,796 109
29 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,788 134
30 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,486 126

31 25 3,600.00 — — — 409 161
32 25 3,600.00 — — — 716 128
33 25 579.72 0 2.92 0.04 143 78
34 25 3,600.00 — — — 319 208
35 25 3,600.00 — — — 333 227
36 25 3,600.00 — — — 471 121
37 25 3,600.00 — — — 487 160
38 25 3,600.00 — — — 520 95
39 25 3,600.00 — — — 340 160
40 25 3,600.00 — — — 298 271

27, and 28, and for two more instances a feasible inte-
ger solution is found, instances 29 and 30. Using dif-
ferent settings for the branch-price-and-cut algorithm,
we were also able to solve instance 30 to optimality; we
do not present this experiment as the overall results
were not as good. This allows us to conclude that the
solution found above for instance 30 is the optimal
solution. Furthermore, including arc-synchronization
constraints closes the root gap to 0% for one additional
instance, instance 20.

Next, consider the 21 instances that could already
be solved without adding the arc-synchronization con-
straints. Adding the arc-synchronization inequalities
yields lower computation times in 14 out of these 21
instances. In total, the computation time goes down
with 507.25 seconds in these 14 instances, which is a
decrease of 32.65%. In the other seven instances the
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Table 6. Branch-Price-and-Cut Experiment Results,
Including Arc-Synchronization Inequalities

Inst. |N′ | Tot.Time Opt.Gap LP Gap Root Gap Nodes CI ASI

1 10 7.61 0 0 0 11 2 0
2 10 2.37 0 0.51 0.01 7 1 2
3 10 36.64 0 3.11 0.90 103 9 28
4 10 12.45 0 1.05 0.13 61 5 6
5 10 7.46 0 0.44 0.44 46 5 3
6 10 41.25 0 0.95 0.91 263 7 27
7 10 1.03 0 1.20 0 2 1 1
8 10 24.15 0 1.78 0.33 73 23 14
9 10 26.71 0 1.81 0.57 77 5 10
10 10 14.29 0 1.09 0.32 76 15 15

11 15 2,574.84 0 2.40 0.75 3,020 53 53
12 15 24.76 0 1.51 0 8 20 0
13 15 21.19 0 0.14 0.08 23 7 0
14 15 48.21 0 2.62 0.26 36 21 15
15 15 33.29 0 1.97 0.14 31 18 6
16 15 28.94 0 1.19 0.02 20 23 2
17 15 240.26 0 3.76 0.57 114 34 13
18 15 74.10 0 1.07 0.26 80 16 12
19 15 132.12 0 2.47 0.39 165 52 24
20 15 6.69 0 1.71 0 1 21 3

21 20 525.21 0 3.14 0.53 200 38 5
22 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,431 160 55
23 20 3,600.00 — — — 864 88 53
24 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,370 115 84
25 20 3,600.00 — — — 1,133 114 81
26 20 3,600.00 — — — 2,359 112 19
27 20 2,680.08 0 1.64 0.53 1,677 56 47
28 20 2,086.61 0 2.80 0.45 858 77 62
29 20 3,600.00 0.46 2.51 1.58 1,761 121 36
30 20 3,600.00 0.03 1.56 0.61 1,249 116 58

31 25 3,600.00 — — — 285 153 36
32 25 3,600.00 — — — 488 116 31
33 25 458.13 0 2.92 0.04 104 84 1
34 25 3,600.00 — — — 358 200 22
35 25 3,600.00 — — — 286 223 38
36 25 3,600.00 — — — 370 121 57
37 25 3,600.00 — — — 394 153 18
38 25 3,600.00 — — — 370 86 34
39 25 3,600.00 — — — 183 156 40
40 25 3,600.00 — — — 244 249 31

increase in computation time is 25.94 seconds in total,
which corresponds to an increase of 3.60%.

8. Algorithmic Insights
In this paper, a branch-price-and-cut algorithm is pre-
sented to solve the TWAVRP with time-dependent
travel times to optimality. It uses a column generation
algorithm with, at its core, a new exact pricing algo-
rithm and a new heuristic pricing algorithm. In our
experiments, the branch-price-and-cut algorithm is
able to solve instances of modest size. To put this in
perspective, please note the following. The algorithm
by Spliet and Gabor (2015) to solve the TWAVRP was
able to solve instances with up to 25 customers and 3
scenarios. Arguably such instances of the TWAVRP are

comparable with a VRP instance with 25× 3 � 75 cus-
tomers, which is in line with the size of instances that
current state-of-the-art VRP solvers can consistently
solve. A similar argument can be made for the branch-
price-and-cut algorithm in this paper. The instances
with 15 and 20 customers and 3 scenarios might be
thought of as comparable to the 50 customer instances
of the VRPTWwith time-dependent travel times solved
in the paper by Dabia et al. (2013). With this in mind,
we argue that the algorithm presented in this paper
performs well.

Nonetheless, instances that need to be solved in real
life are typically much larger than can be handled by
our branch-price-and-cut algorithm. Still, the column
generation algorithm could be of use when incorpo-
rated into a column generation-based primal heuris-
tic as, for instance, described in Joncour et al. (2010).
Such algorithms can be used to find good solutions for
much larger instances. Obvious ways to do so are, for
example, fixing the time window assignments found
in the LP relaxation, only using the tabu search pric-
ing heuristic and never using the exact pricing algo-
rithm, or a rounding procedure in which iteratively
the LP relaxation is solved and a fractional variable
is fixed to 1. Such heuristics perform quite well for
another variant of the time window assignment prob-
lem, the DTWAVRP, as demonstrated by Spliet and
Desaulniers (2015). Because we believe that this behav-
ior will also easily translate to our case of including
time-dependent travel times, we decided not to include
these experiments in this paper.

Furthermore, we would like to comment on our
observation that the LP solutions are nonunique.When
solving the LP relaxation of the TWAVRP with time-
dependent travel times with different settings of our
algorithm, we encountered different primal and dual
LP solutions with the same solution value. In fact,
many vertices of our feasible region are degenerate,
not only the optimal one, which resulted in the plateau
effect. This effect seems to be harmful in all nodes of the
search tree. Often, the optimal objective value of a node
in the search tree was found in the first iteration, but
several iterations of the column generation algorithm
were needed to prove optimality, adding columns at
each iteration that do not change the objective value.
This also hindered attempts to incorporate column
management, as we often found that any columns that
we removed had to be added again to prove optimality.

We implemented a dual stabilization procedure in an
attempt to overcome the effects of degeneracy. In par-
ticular, we implemented the procedure of Ben Amor
and Desrosiers (2006), which performed best in a com-
parison of the multidepot vehicle scheduling problem
by Ben Amor, Frangioni, and Desrosiers (2009). How-
ever, like many stabilization procedures, the perfor-
mance of this method is highly dependent on an ini-
tial estimate of the optimal dual values, which was
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not at our disposal. Moreover, even in experiments in
which we initialized the procedure with the optimal
dual values, for some instances we found a marginal
decrease in computation time, while for others we
found a huge increase. Therefore, we did not include
any experiments with the dual stabilization procedure
in this paper.
To be able to solve larger instances to optimality,

one way forward is to decrease the number of nodes
in the search tree. Although this is an obvious state-
ment, we wish to divulge a final interesting observa-
tion relating to this. The number of nodes in the search
tree that need to be explored is much higher than
when solving the TWAVRP without time-dependent
travel times, even when using the branch-price-and-
cut algorithm presented in this paper for both cases.
At first glance, this might not seem surprising since
now the more complex decision has to be made of
which arcs in Ĝ have to be used instead of which arcs
in G. However, interestingly, in our experiments with
time-dependent travel times the branch-price-and-cut
algorithm branched virtually always on the arcs in
G and almost never on the arcs in Ĝ. It seems that
when the order in which the customers are visited is
fixed, selecting the appropriate arcs in Ĝ is straight-
forward. Although the number of arcs in a TWAVRP
solutionwith andwithout time-dependent travel times
are roughly the same, deciding on which arcs should
be chosen is apparently more difficult when dealing
with time-dependent travel times. A possible explana-
tion for this is that in the LP relaxation of our formu-
lation, multiple arcs in Ĝ can be fractionally selected
to misrepresent the travel times. As a result, the objec-
tive values in different search nodes might be closer
together. To help overcome this, we introduced the
arc-synchronization inequalities. Still future research is
needed to improve on these bounds to further dimin-
ish the number of nodes in the branching tree that have
to be explored.

9. Conclusion
In this paper, the TWAVRP with time-dependent travel
times is introduced as well as a branch-price-and-cut
algorithm to solve it to optimality. We consider the
inclusion of time-dependent travel times to be impor-
tant for vehicle routing problemswith arrival time con-
sistency considerations, in particular for the TWAVRP.
The pricing problem in the branch-price-and-cut algo-
rithm is a new version of the shortest path problem
for which we developed an exact labeling algorithm
and a tabu search heuristic. The labeling algorithm
is based on the existing algorithm of Ioachim et al.
(1998). Moreover, to find solutions for instances that
are larger than those the branch-price-and-cut algo-
rithm can currently solve, we wish to emphasize that
the presented column generation algorithm is valuable

in itself. It can be easily incorporated in various column
generation-based primal heuristics. Finally, we present
arc-synchronization inequalities. These valid inequali-
ties strengthen the LP bound used by the branch-price-
and-cut algorithm, allowing the algorithm to solve
more instances in our experiments.
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